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This brief description of the energy heritage types contains information obtained from channeling and from
discussions with other healers and individuals. These energy heritage types relate to the origin of our souls
ages ago. The types are: Abraham, Atlantean, Chrisalis, Christos, Galactic, Kabbala, Mayan-Aztec,
Melchizedek, Modian, Native American, Naya, Pleiadian, A Primitive, and Viking. The names of the
energy types do not necessarily relate to other connotations of these words.
New – Greater-Than-the-Sum-of-the-Parts Energy Types
Information is now coming in about combinations of energy heritage types—without much of an explanation
about what they mean. Examples are: Kabbala/Pleiadian and Abraham/Atlantean. An analogy would be
hydrogen and oxygen combined in a specific amount of each, with the end result being neither of the two,
but water. We believe these new types are the foundation of moving to a new paradigm for the New Earth!
Abraham. Abraham energy heritage types are connected to Spirit in a powerful way that others notice and
want to be around. Abrahams find meditation and prayer to be a way of connecting with universal
consciousness. They only need to ask for answers and information just comes. This “knowingness” comes
very naturally, but at first it may be difficult for them to trust their intuition. Abrahams are good thinkers,
although once they “know” something, it is difficult to convince them otherwise.
Atlantean. The Atlantean energy heritage type’s viewpoint is flavored by the eons-old trauma of the
destruction of their home when Atlantis suffered catastrophic earthquakes and disappeared beneath the sea.
Thus Atlanteans have lost their ability to trust the predictability of the world around them. Atlanteans were
one of three subtypes. Although the group who only sought power (the Haves) was not allowed to continue,
the other two include the Have-Nots (slaves) or the experienced teachers of the society (the Professors).
Atlanteans are good leaders and can help us use the crystal technology of their heritage.
Chrisalis. Chrisalis energy heritage types help us reconnect our hearts and minds to Oneness through love.
To understand the Chrisalis energy heritage type, think about a cocoon—protecting, nurturing, allowing
natural growth within, helping us develop spiritually or awakening us to our spiritual nature. Chrisalis
energy types are highly intuitive, often psychic from birth, and have a childlike purity and innocence that
helps us see the goodness within ourselves and others. They give support and energy when it is needed.
Christos. Christos have access to guidance and also from angelic realms that may allow interference into
the energy field. Christos are willing to sacrifice themselves for others and need to learn that they must take
care of themselves first. They themselves light up any environment just by being part of it. With intention,
they can walk into a room and increase the vibration of everyone in it. Without the use of intention, they
are like an untapped resource hidden deep within the Earth waiting to be discovered.
Galactic. Galactic, as you might guess, have an energy heritage from different galaxies. Although this
allows them to see a bigger picture than most of us, they may feel like they got off at the wrong bus stop!
However, they simply need to tune into the right frequency to pick up the “cosmic radio.” Galactic energy
heritage types have access to amazing light technology and are often involved in healing for Earth.
Kabbala. The origin of Kabbala energy is Pure Light. Kabbala energy heritage types are very spiritual
beings who are here to help us. They work in the realm of death as well as life. They believe it is important
to nurture spirits even after death. However, this belief allows karma to regenerate in the next lifetimes.
Kabbala need to come out of hiding and shine their everlasting light everywhere they go—without reliving
their karmic heritage of not making a difference in the world.
Mayan-Aztec. It takes two words to describe the Mayan-Aztec energy heritage type because their challenge
is to balance the masculine energy of the Aztec warrior with the feminine Mayan energy of the virgin

sacrificed on the altar. The Mayan energy is not from our planet and Mayan-Aztec may feel as if they don’t
belong here. Our societal norms are not very helpful in this regard. Mayan-Aztec have the strengths of
being able to use colors and shapes as well as communicating with those who have crossed to the other side.
Melchizedek. Melchizedek energy types are an embodiment of pure consciousness, which, according to
Vedic tradition, in the beginning was all there was. It was called Purusha, that was sacrificed and
dismembered by devas. We believe there were five things Purusha lost—the heart, the eyes, the pituitary
gland, the pineal gland and the soul—thus, healing for all of these things may be needed. Melchizedek are
guided by the angelic realms and receive information intuitively, which is helpful when they do healing.
Unfortunately, the angelic realm may be one that includes a continuum of Light, allowing for guidance
which is not necessarily helpful, as well as difficulties trusting intuiting and in dowsing reliably.
Modian. Modian have the gift of the primordial sound to help connect the people of earth with Spirit. As
individuals are acquiring this new energy, they become more accessible to interference from biosphere
disturbing energies and need preventive measures so they can follow the path available to them to help
Earth and its inhabitants. Access to the “everything that is” gives Modian the ability to connect with their
Illuminati roots and help science solve the problems of our times.
Native American. At the level of our soul, Native American roots may be from different places, different
tribes, or different times than are in our awareness today. Thus, exploring the many possibilities may be
useful if you are connected to Native American energy, even if who you are as a current Native American
was genetically inherited. We should consider the wisdom of Native American roots to help us move
forward in our modern world, taking advantage of their ability to connect with the earth.
Naya. The Naya energy heritage began on a planet that was becoming dryer every year. The Naya came to
Earth seeking “greener pastures.” Naya have the unique ability to communicate with the trees that hold the
secrets to saving the planet. Because of this, they have been blocked by biosphere disturbing energies from
being all they can be—which is awesome! Naya are able to use senses that are inaccessible to others,
allowing them to learn from the information that is stored in the hologram.
Pleiadian. The cluster of stars called the Pleiades are also known as the “Seven Sisters.” If you can see
seven of them, you are supposed to have 20/20 vision. “Seeing” is a Pleiadian energy type strength, as they
tend to be visual people with good intuition. They are individuals who can comfortably “go with the flow”
and be playful, both in using energy and in moving through life. They can adapt their personalities to meet
the needs of a situation. Pleiadian value having choices and, with balanced energy, have the advantage of
not being bothered by the more challenging biosphere disturbing energies.
A Primitive. You may have A Primitive energy that began before the beginning of time. Since
communication was in a way unknown to us, it may be difficult to understand how to use the primitive
energy to help earth and others. This energy heritage lives on in some people as a single particle or what we
call a “smaller than smaller than smaller than.” Treatment would need to be addressed at that level, but also
taking into consideration its evolution over time. With access to A Primitive energy, we may be able to
help the inhabitants of earth in ways our fields of science and medicine can’t do.
Viking. Vikings can provide the impetus to make significant changes in our world. Viking energy types are
resourceful, creative, efficient and very physical. They are willing to take on the greatest of challenges,
persevering in what they believe in. However, when efforts don’t turn out as hoped for, Vikings can
become angry—either blaming themselves or whoever they trusted to effectively lead them. Vikings are
connected to water and make excellent sound healers and dowsers. Drinking white wine or caffeinated
beverages or eating fungus/mushrooms may interfere with their otherwise balanced energy.
Doorways: Reclaiming the Strengths of Your Energy Heritage (Wheeler 2015), is currently
under revision and will soon be available at http://healingforearth.com. Comments and
suggestions are always welcome.

